SUMMARY
Weconducted numerical simulations of the wind-forcingof the sealevelvariationsin theNorth Sea usinga barotropicoceanmodelwith realisticgeography, bathymetry,andboundaryconditions,to examinethe forcingof the 14-month"pole tide" which is known to be strongalongthe DenmarkNetherlandscoast.The simulationinput is the monthly-meansurfacewind stressfield from the National Centersfor Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis for the 40-year period 1958-1997. The output sea level response was then compared with 10 coastal tide gauge records from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL). Besides the strong seasonal variations, several prominent quasi-periodicities exist at around 7 years, 3 years, 14 months, 9 months, and 6.5 months.
Correlation and spectral analyses show remarkable agreement between the model output and the observations, particularly in the 14-month, or Chandler period band. The latter indicates that the enhanced pole tide found in the North Sea along the Denmark-Netherlands coast is actually the coastal setup response to wind stress forcing with a periodicity of 14 months. We fred no need to invoke a geophysical explanation involving resonance-enhancement of pole tide in the North Sea to explain the observations.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we reconsider the following question: Is the anomalously large 14-month "pole tide"
observed at the tide gauge stations along the continental coast of the North Sea really the pole tide that is somehow enhanced, or is it primarily of direct meteorological origin (and hence not really the "pole tide") forced by the regional surface wind stress with a 14-month periodicity? Our results strongly support the latter.
The polar motion of the earth's rotational axis sets up the pole tide in the ocean via the centrifugal potential induced by the polar motion. In particular,212-214) haveshownthat while the poletide amplitudeis generallynearthe equilibriumtide value, it is anomalously large,up to 3 cm, in partsof the North andBaltic Seas.A salientfeaturein the North Seais the enhanced14-monthtide along the continentalcoast known as the eastward intensification(e.g., ,wherethe tidal amplitudeincreases sharplyeastward alongtheDenmark-Netherlands coastto five timesitsequilibriumvalue (Miller & Wunsch1973,Fig. 2, reproducedin Lambeck, 1980 . A numberof studies,most recently by Ekman& Stigebrandt (1990) ,haveconcludedthat thesecularchangein thepole tide, especiallyin the North andBaltic Seas,is not correlatedwith the pole tide forcing, andhavesuggesteda meteorological component to the forcing.
Analytical andnumerical studiesof thedynamics of thepoletidein the North Seahavebeenmade by Wunsch(1974 , 1986 ),Dickman& Preisig(1986 ),Carton& Wahr (1986 ),andXie & Dickman (1995 .Thesearementioned by Wunschetal. (1997) who discuss the possibility of a basin resonance in the North Sea at the pole tide period.
No satisfactory explanation has yet been given for the enhancement of the North Sea pole tide along the continental coast as a result of the direct pole tide forcing, the forcing by the global tide as an open boundary condition, or any possible resonance phenomenon with a 14-month period. These possibilities were considered and rejected years ago by Miller (1973) , who then suggested that the wind stress was the most probable cause of the observed 14-month tide. Indeed, these studies collectively show that a pole tide enhancement cannot be derived from any homogeneous system of equations describing the flow regime in the North Sea. An analytic study by O'Connor (1986) et al. 1996) . Figure  1 depicts the geography of the region studied, as well as its average NCEP surface wind stress field (see below), which we use to force a barotropic North Sea ocean model generally following the approach of Tsimplis et al. (1994) . We compare our model output, or The parameter we use to directly force the ocean model is the horizontal wind stress vector on the sea surface, 1: = 0:x, zy), which is a quadratic function of the surface wind velocity V=(u,v):
where p is the surface layer air density and Cd is the drag coefficient. function. This latter depends on the Richardson number, which relates the turbulence production due to wind shear to the turbulence damping due to the stratification, resulting from air-sea temperature differences.
In fact, the value of the 10 m wind velocity can be found from
where V* is the friction velocity, which can be related to the roughness length over water by the Charnock relation Zo = 0.014 V* S/g, where g is the acceleration of gravity. The equations are solved numerically by iteration.
The NCEP wind stress data are given at intervals of 1.875°in longitude and 1.904°in latitude.
The points over the North Sea and surrounding region that are used in this study are at the intersections of longitudes 3.75°W, 1.875°W, 0°, 1.875°E, 3.75°E, 5.625°E, 7.5°E, 9.375°E, and latitudes 48.571°N, 50. 475°N, 52.38°N, 54.285°N, 56.189°N, 58.094°N, 59 .99°N. Fig. 1 shows the "prevailing", 40-year average of these monthly NCEP wind stress fields at these grid points. This compares favorably with the annual mean wind stress over the North Sea given by The NCEP wind stresses were calculated at 40-minute time step intervals, from which a daily average was made. The daily wind stress output of the NCEP model was then averaged to form the monthly mean values. Note that the monthly averaging must be invoked on the wind stress values after they are computed from the wind velocity, rather than on the wind velocity itself prior to calculation of wind stress. This is because the averaging of wind velocity would tend to reduce the resultant wind stress due to the quadratic nature of Eq. 1 (see below for more discussion).
We made an alternate wind stress calculation as a check on the NCEP surface wind stress output.
This was for neutral stability conditions, where the air-sea temperature difference was neglected. This has been done in previous studies when the air-sea temperatures and stability conditions were unobtainable.
The wind stress was calculated directly from equation (1) et al. (1989) were too large by 50%.
The drag coefficient depends on the sea state (waves, swell) and is written as a linear function of wind speed. A representative value for the North Sea determined from, e.g., Smith et al. (1992) is Cr_ = (0.50 + 0.091 IVl ) x 10 3, where the wind speed is in ms "_. The wind stresses calculated under neutral conditions with the 1000 mb mean monthly winds were smaller than the wind stresses produced directly by the NCEP model by about a factor of five. This is explained by the fact that the wind stress is proportional to the square (or even cube) of the wind speed, and so the momentum input is strongly influenced by the high wind events. The monthly averaging done on the 1000 mb wind velocity itself smooths out these high wind events (see above), and this is at least partly why our neutral stability calculation significantly underpredicts the wind stress. Other researchers (e.g., Stammer et al. 1996) have noted that if an ocean model does not resolve eddies and have the correct heat flux surface conditions, it can underpredict the sea level and its variability by a factor of over 2.
In our present application, we conclude that the NCEP wind stress calculation should be more accurate. It will be adoptedfor our oceanmodelforcing below. In this paper,we only considerthe model responseto monthly-mean wind stress.Sincethe response of theshallowNorthSeato changing windsis theperiodof the first externalmodesealevel oscillation, on theorderof several days, we mayconsider a meanmonthlyflow to be in a steadystate.
This approachis justified becausewe are investigatingthe sealevel set up by wind forcing on seasonal andlongertimescales, whichvarymuchmoreslowly thantheadjustment time of the North Seato changes in winds. For eachwind stressforcingthatis used,the modelis spunup from rest by increasing thewindstressforcinglinearlyfromzero (ramping) over one inertial period (0.61 days) and then keeping it constant. When the spatially constant annual average wind stress forcing was used, the resulting model flow regime was almost in a steady state balance after one day, as evidenced by plots of currents and sea level at one, three, and five days. For this reason, it was decided that three days of simulation are enough to bring the model to a steady state with any monthly wind stress forcing.
Thus, a three-day simulation with steady wind stress forcing was made for each of the 480 individual months Jan. 1958 through Dec. 1997 . The values of the model water levels at the grid points closest to selected coastal stations (see Fig. 1 ) were written out at the end of each three-day simulation to represent the value for that month.
SEA LEVEL COMPARISONS

Seasonal signals
We now compare our North Sea model output, or the computed sea levels with those actual observed at the 10 stations mentioned above. We first examine the seasonal signals at the annual and (ii) The observed semi-annual amplitudes are between 1-3 mm, also increasing towards the north and east. The corresponding computed amplitudes follow the same trend but are smaller by a factor of about 2.
(iii) In general the computed seasonal phase agrees well with the observed for both annual and semiannual signals, except for the annual phase of the southernmost stations.
Some of the main features above have been discussed previously by Tsimplis et al. (1994) and Xie & Dickman (1996) Comparingsuchnon-seasonal broad-band signals, we find the following:
(i) The computedsealevel variationagreesremarkablywell with the observedat the northern stations,while it becomes somewhat largerthanthe observedin overallamplitudefor the southern stations. This is evidentin Fig.5 (andTable 1 below) .
(ii) Table1liststhecorrelation Table   1 .The ratio is closeto one,exceptfor the few southernmost stations.
Findings (ii) and(iii) confirm (i) in a quantitativemanner. We concludeherethat, whileit tends to over-predicts theamplitude for thesouthernmost stations,our North SeamodelusingNCEPwind stress inputpredictswell thenon-seasonal sealevelvariationsalongthe Denmark-Netherlands coast.
The latter is indeedwherethe strongest14-monthtide is found.
Thus, we now concentrateon the five northernmost stations.We simplyaveragethe five time series into a "composite" series, andmakecomparisons betweenthecomputedandthe observedsea levels. Fig. 6 showsthe two compositeseries;remarkable matchingis alreadyevident. were adopted.The coherenceacrossthe entire spectrumis much higher than, say, the 99% confidence level(0.54in thepresent case, seeChao& Eanes1995).Thephasedifferenceremains no morethan+_.20°.
Forthesamereason asin Finding(iii) above,we conducta comparisonof the individualspectra. Let's now examine Figs. 8-10 in more detail. In Fig. 8 , a frequency band where the coherence dips below 99% (and the associated phase shows some "anomalous" behavior) is around the biennial
period. This appears to be insignificant, however, as the signal power is rather low in this frequency band (in fact, the lowest among the entire frequency band, see Fig. 9a ). It simply stems from low signal-to-noise ratio in this band and the resultant numerical instability.
The same applies to the zero and near-zero frequencies, because the mean and a linear trend have been removed beforehand.
Figs. 9 and 10 reveal some interesting periodicities in the sea level records. There are prominent spectral peaks and strong undulations common to both the computed and observed sea levels at periods of around 7 years, 3 years (especially during the first half of the records), 14 months, 9 months, and 6.5 months. They all correspond to the peaks detected in the original eastward wind in Fig. 2 , except the 7-year quasi-periodicity. As stated earlier, these features presumably are part of the regional climatology associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation system. Note that the 6.5 month is close to half the 14-month periodicity and the 7-month quasi-periodicity reported by Naito & Kikuchi (1992) in global atmospheric angular momentum.
The 7-year quasi-periodicity is relatively weak in our computed output, and certainly much weaker than the observed (see Fig. 9 ). The corresponding band, in fact, is the only frequency band where exists a major discrepancy in the spectral comparison of Fig. 9 . The interesting feature, however, is that their relative behavior around this period seems highly correlated as revealed by the high coherence ( Fig. 9 ) and similar wavelet spectra (Fig. 10) . Thus, the causes for the discrepancy may be the excessive low-frequency smoothing of the NCEP stress field, or the existence of other unmodeledforcing mechanismwhich is highly correlatedwith the wind-forcing such as air-sea temperature differences.In anyevent, this is outsideof our presentinterest.A relativelysmaller discrepancy in Fig. 9 exists around the 9-month peak. The above causes may play a role, but note that the relative size of the difference in amplitude is only on the order of 30%. At all other frequencies the computed sea level matches the observed quite well. This is to be further discuss below.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used the 40-year (1958-1997) 40-year(1958-1997) averaged wind stressfield at NCEPgrid points. 16
